
CCL Framework
Tap into the value of your available data  

within your Cerner system. 

Data Extraction and Reporting Overview

Our Cerner Reporting expertise allows us to be flexible when it comes to assisting customers 

with data extraction needs. If you are looking to integrate your Cerner system with a Data 

Analytic Provider, HPG can assist. With our deep experience in data extraction, we can assure 

an efficient and successful connection. 

HPG has broad clinical and revenue cycle experience including design, build, implementation, 

optimization and support services.

• Project management and liaison guidance to assist with asking the right questions

• Reusable and customizable CCL framework

• Rapid development

• A unified framework that supports both historical and incremental data extraction out of 

Cerner Millennium®

• Flexible file formats 

• Automated secure file transfer 

• Data analysis and testing

Overview

Integrate. Optimize. Perform.
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HPG offers a customizable  
CCL Framework through  
Support Services 

Why Traditional  
Methods Don’t Work

Traditional methods of data extraction are not cost-

efficient. In many cases, they require specialized skills 

often not found within a health system’s IT team. The 

volume of required custom coding can be overwhelming and 

time–consuming. If an organization does not have a well-defined 

development strategy, unstructured data and system lag time is the 

most likely result.

A Custom CCL Framework is the Solution

A Custom CCL Framework is better at retrieving data in an optimized fashion. The Framework 

is able to respond appropriately to various sized data sets without affecting other existing 

programs or operations jobs. When utilizing the Custom CCL Framework, it can determine 

that an extract or report program is too large to run at once. It will begin to pull smaller data 

sets for more efficient and accurate report processing. Without this ability, application 

slowness, performance degradation, and system unresponsiveness can occur.

Why HPG? 

HPG has experience extracting a wide array of clinical and financial data 

from Cerner. Our framework can be set up to pull historical data and/or 

feed ongoing information to downstream systems. The following are 

examples of data extraction projects that HPG has performed for a 

number of health systems. This is not an all-inclusive list.

• Strata 

• Vigilence

• Valetude  

• Midas

• Harmony-Health Data Archiver
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